**STAY! /Come and STAY!**

Call for applications - Bridging scholarships for female postdoctoral researchers

The New University Endowment Freiburg and the University of Freiburg are committed to supporting female researchers who have successfully completed their doctorate and want to pursue an academic career.

The University of Freiburg and the New University Endowment Freiburg will be awarding STAY! / Come and STAY! bridging scholarships starting by 30<sup>th</sup> April, 2018.

The scholarships are designed for female researchers who have submitted their doctoral thesis, who want to pursue an academic career, and who do not yet have postdoctoral follow-up funding (STAY!), as well as female researchers who have taken up a research project abroad after their doctorate and are planning to carry out their next research project at the University of Freiburg (Come and STAY!).

The bridging scholarship is awarded as a full scholarship. The funding period is a maximum of twelve months; an interim evaluation will be carried out after six months. The monthly scholarship payment is €1,800, plus €300 per child per month if applicable.

For further information, please visit www.diversity.uni-freiburg.de/stay-come-and-stay

Please apply no later than January 15<sup>th</sup>, 2018 (received-by date) to:

Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg  
Stabsstelle Gender and Diversity  
Mariana Vargas Ustares  
Rektorat am Fahnenbergplatz  
79085 Freiburg  
Tel: 0761 203-9053  
Email: mariana.vargas-ustares@zv.uni-freiburg.de